
Opposites Attract!

Today's dynamics of living reflect the diverse and different

influences of the world around us. 

What a wonderful time in interior design — we don't have

to be limited to any one style but can embrace the choices

available to us. Traditional rules can be discarded and old

and new can live together in harmony.

So why not welcome these choices and use them to our

advantage? Mix it up folks! A dramatic way of doing this is

by using opposing elements to create the effect. The re-

sult can be visually exciting and powerful. Some examples:

Dark vs. Light

Smooth vs. Textured

Traditional vs. Contemporary

Ornate vs. Minimal

Shimmer vs. Matte

Sparkle vs. Sleek 

Gold vs. Silver

Baroque vs. Unadorned

WALLPAPER THE FURNITURE?

Who said wallpaper is just for the walls?

This geometric pattern used on a piece

of furniture will transform it into a ’60s

op art masterpiece!

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make this newsletter as useful as possible for you. Feel free to

pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like me to add someone to the mailing list.

Leslie N. Hayes

LIGHTING NEWS

Over the table or

above a counter,

these two beauties

are sure to create a

focal point. The con-

trast between the

black and the gold of

these ’60s-inspired

light fixtures will give

a kick-'S' attitude to

any room.
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DESIGN

ASSIGNMENTS

Besides designing rooms 

and outdoor spaces, 

clients hire me for some 

of the following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, furniture, 

accent pieces, 

light fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes, tiles, 

and materials for 

bathroom and kitchen 

renovations

· Rearranging rooms

· Space planning

· Consultations

Design Leslie Hayes Interiors/Exteriors
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SPOTTED!

Relax in Hollywood style... this beautiful combination of

crossed legs and curvaceous swirls can transport you 

to the glam world of 1940s in one sitting. 

The au courant hot purple silk-satin 

keeps the piece updated.


